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Quick & Dirty Auto Repair â€” Sample Plan. This sample business plan was created using Business Plan.
ProÂ®â€”business planning software published by Palo.

Some of the strategies to be adopted might include the set-up of an easy to use website, accompanied by the
creation of incentives such as a guarantee of services done plus a few free automobile maintenance services to
new clients. Because the plan was detailed and flexible, we could see the errors immediately. Procure
Equipment If you do not have a relationship with parts suppliers, then it is important that you do so. These
check the reliability of the brake repair business plan, and easily identify where there are red flags. Location is
Golden Starting a successful brake repair shop business strongly depends on the location. But the task seems
too big and too complicated, and there always seems to be something more important or enjoyable to do, like
watching TV or fishing. So, you have a choice: create an SBA format business plan or something simpler.
Third Segment Enlarge Your Coast This is the last segment and it is basically on how one can start an
automobile business. Within the business area, how many people are offering your type of services? You can
also seek a loan facility from a bank or a micro finance bank. Next, define where you are. This is so that you
can offer affordable services. This business must be located in the heart of town. Identifying your unique
selling point will help you to bring, fetch and attract customers prior to the opening. For an auto repair shop,
an area with lots of traffic will be most ideal. Your business plan provides the road map to take your business
from wherever it is today to where you want to be tomorrow. They figure there has got to be a football game
on or something else to occupy their time! The SBA business plan is the most common business plan format
available. Are their services affordable? The elimination of any haphazard process increases the chances for
success. Factors to take into account under the cost implications should include the purchase of the right
equipment and the money to be expended on rent. Buy all the Necessary Tools and Equipment Necessary for
Smooth Operations To start a successful auto repair shop, there has to be tools which must be standard and of
the right specifications. These will help the business to function effectively with minimal disruptions. We
seem to know that we need one. You may also consider offering discounts to new customers so that they can
stay attracted to your service. However, after writing the business plan, it should be taken to a lawyer for
review. A brake repair shop sited in a sparsely populated neighbourhood is likely to witness low patronage as
compared to the brake repair shop sited in busy neighbourhoods or in a Central Business District CBD. How
much are you spending on marketing, and how is that money being spent? Creating a good business plan is a
process that requires many skills. Learn a Lot about Body Shops The first rule of thumb is that you must learn
everything you can about auto body works, as well as painting cars. The advantage of having in place an
effective business plan is that it totally eliminates guess work or second guessing. Advertise your auto body
business Having a solid advertising strategy is very vital. Legal advice guides the entrepreneur by ensuring
that the business is patterned around existing legal framework, without violating any. Knowing the close ratio
then becomes a goal and objective. You may consider angel investors who are all out scouting for businesses
to promote.


